Syk is a non-receptor tyrosine kinase belonging to the Syk/ZAP70 family of kinases [53] . Because the Jurkat clone we used to derive host cells for the functional genetic screen had very poor endogenous Syk expression, we believe the Syk hit obtained from our screen may also work through blockade of ZAP70 function. This notion is also supported by Syk's similarity to ZAP70, its ability to associate with phosphorylated TCRζ chain and its ability to reconstitute the ZAP70-deficient Jurkat T-cell line [54] . Indeed, it has also been shown that the lack of Syk expression in In addition to the known signaling molecules, we also discovered genes whose sequences were reported previously, but whose involvement in TCR signaling was not Interestingly, our hit ends at amino acid 369, just 18 residues shorter than the protease cleavage product. It is therefore conceivable that our hit is a constitutively activate TCPTP and that activated TCPTP is a negative regulator of TCR signaling. 
